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Description

• **Analysis of big data streams**: A complete collection of algorithms for inference and learning of both static and dynamic Bayesian networks from streaming data. Existing software systems for PGMs only focus on stationary datasets.

• **Distributed parallel algorithms**: AMIDST provides parallel multi-core and distributed implementations of Bayesian parameter learning, using streaming variational Bayes and variational message passing.

Main Features

- Java 8 based
- Latent variable models
- Integration

Code example

```java
import net.pacheco.parametrification.ParameterLearningAlgorithm;
import net.pacheco.parametrification.methods.ParametersToBayesianNetwork;
import net.pacheco.testcases.DataStreamLoader;
import net.pacheco.testcases.DataStreamLoader.DataSet;
import net.pacheco.testcases.DataStreamLoader.DatasetType;

public class Main { // We print the model
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        DataSet simulated = DataSetType.SIMULATED_DATASTREAM.openFromFile("datasets/simulated/WasteIncineratorSample.arff");
        // We set the number of cores
        parameterLearningAlgorithm.setNumberOfCores(50);
        // We fix the size of the window
        parameterLearningAlgorithm.setWindowSize(100);
        // We can open the data stream using the static class DataStreamLoader
        // We perform the learning
        ParameterLearningAlgorithm.getLearntBayesianNetwork();
        // We print the model
        System.out.println("The model is: "+model.toString());
    }
}
```

Use-case: Risk prediction in credit operations

- Concept drift
- Correlated with Unemployment Rate

And much more...

amidst.eu
amidst.github.io/toolbox/
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